Let y be a weight in the weight system of an irreducible representation, with highest weight 2, of a complex simple Lie algebra L of rank 2. Freudenthal's formula gives a recursive method for computing the multiplicity nfi in terms of the multiplicities n@, of weights ~1' >p. The formula is Equation (2) eliminates the need for finding the greatest common divisor of the entries in the inverse of the Cartan matrix, and it eliminates the need for special routines for rational arithmetic.
Thus, all computations can be carried out in integer mode.
The weight system of the representation of the simple Lie algebra L with highest weight 3, can be obtained by using Dynkin's layer method [3] . We now establish the following lemma.
THE LAYER LEMMA.
Let p =z:fP1 rn( ilr be a weight. Suppose ,u belongs to layer r. Then A%&) belongs to layer (r+mj), where S, is the Weyl reflection determined by the simple root aj.
Proof: Let p =A-zfml i&t, where zip, ka =T. Then which implies that S,@) belongs to layer r +m+ Instead of using Equation (2) 
